INNOVATIVE & INSPIRING OFFICE LANDSCAPE

Reduced open office design with a vibrant touch of colour.

Teosto ry

Company Teosto is the Finnish copyright organisation for composers, lyricists, arrangers and music publishers.

Briefing Teosto transformed their working culture in order to facilitate and accelerate the sharing of knowledge. Their vibrant and inspiring office environment encourages teamwork, communication and cooperation. Parviainen Architects created this spatial concept with open and interconnected team areas, thereby helping to foster different workstyles. The workstations provide an exceptional level of comfort as well as meet the demands for flexibility, functionality, high quality and modern design. The new office environment includes various meeting and project rooms as well as areas for creative teamwork and collaboration. The visual concept expresses Teosto's identity and role in the creative music industry.

Furnished zones and areas Team work, focused work, meeting/conference, caféteria/lounge.

FACTS

Address Urho Kekkosen katu 2, FI-00100 Helsinki
Industry Music copyright organisation
Size 95 workstations
Architect Parviainen Architects Ltd.,
Design Team Tiina Lipponen &
Katarina Markkula
Bene Partner Oy Vallila Contract Ab,
Nilsiänkatu 15, FI-00510 Helsinki
Products T-Lift Desk, T-Platform,
Tower Unit, CUBE_S, RV dividing wall,
K2 storage, KB Box
Bene Spectrum Industrial, Spice

»Bene met the requirements for workstations superbly. In addition to carefully thought of functionality and the quality to detailing, the design is modern and original.«

Design team Parviainen Architects

Team and project meeting room.

Creative innovation space.

Functional, inspirational and modern workspace.

Inviting and relaxing break-out area.

Playful themed graphics by Mogold Oy.